
Ensemble Development for Advanced Concert
Band: A Comprehensive Guide to Mastering
the Flat Alto Saxophone
In the realm of concert band music, the flat alto saxophone stands as a
distinguished member, captivating audiences with its unique timbre and
expressive capabilities. For aspiring musicians seeking to elevate their
ensemble performance skills on this instrument, a comprehensive
approach to ensemble development is crucial. This article delves into the
intricacies of ensemble playing for flat alto saxophonists, providing a
roadmap to enhance intonation, articulation, balance, and overall
musicality.

Intonation: The Foundation of Ensemble Harmony

Intonation, the art of playing in tune, forms the cornerstone of successful
ensemble performance. Flat alto saxophonists must possess a keen ear for
pitch and the ability to adjust their playing accordingly. Regular practice
with a tuner can help develop intonation accuracy, while focused listening
to recordings of professional ensembles provides valuable guidance.
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Exercises for Intonation Development:

Long tones: Sustained notes of various durations, played with
unwavering pitch.

Chord exercises: Playing chords in different inversions to train the ear
to recognize and match intervals.

Melodic intervals: Practicing intervals in isolation to improve pitch
discrimination.

Articulation: Shaping the Musical Phrase

Articulation refers to the manner in which notes are started and stopped,
providing nuance and expressiveness to musical phrases. Clear and
precise articulation is paramount for ensemble cohesiveness. Saxophonists
should master the following articulation techniques:

Types of Articulation:

Tonguing: Using the tongue to create a crisp attack on the note.

Slurring: Connecting notes smoothly without articulation.

Staccato: Short, detached notes played with precise separation.

Exercises for Articulation Development:

Articulation scales: Practicing scales with various articulation patterns
to improve coordination.
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Tongue twisters: Pronouncing tongue-twisting phrases to enhance
tongue agility.

Repertoire excerpts: Studying concert band repertoire with a focus on
articulation markings.

Balance: Maintaining Dynamic Equilibrium

Balance in an ensemble refers to the appropriate volume and blend of each
instrument. Flat alto saxophonists must be aware of their instrument's
natural projection and adjust their playing accordingly. Overplaying can
drown out other sections, while underplaying can result in a weak and
unbalanced sound.

Tips for Achieving Balance:

Dynamic awareness: Practicing with a metronome to develop a
consistent sense of dynamics.

Section listening: Paying attention to the overall ensemble sound and
adjusting volume levels as needed.

Rehearsal recordings: Recording rehearsals and listening back to
assess balance and identify areas for improvement.

Musicality: The Expressive Element

Beyond technical proficiency, musicality is the essence of ensemble
performance, adding depth and emotional resonance to the music. Flat alto
saxophonists can cultivate their musicality through:

Elements of Musicality:



Phrasing: Shaping the flow of musical lines with appropriate breaths
and dynamics.

Interpretation: Understanding the composer's intent and expressing it
through musical choices.

Style: Adapting playing style to the genre and character of the music.

Exercises for Enhancing Musicality:

Listening to diverse music: Exposing oneself to various musical styles
to broaden musical horizons.

Improvisation: Exploring spontaneous musical ideas to develop
expressiveness.

Solo performances: Preparing and performing solos to showcase
individual musicality.

Ensemble development for flat alto saxophonists in advanced concert
bands requires a multifaceted approach encompassing intonation,
articulation, balance, and musicality. By implementing the techniques and
exercises outlined in this guide, saxophonists can elevate their ensemble
playing to new heights. Regular practice, attentive listening, and a
dedication to musical excellence will empower them to contribute
meaningfully to the collective sound of their ensemble, creating
unforgettable performances that captivate audiences.
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The Different Types of Decisions There are two main types of decisions:
Simple decisions are decisions that are easy to make and have little
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